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Cascaded Sagnac loops embedded with two
polarization maintaining photonic crystal fibers for

highly-sensitive strain measurement
Qiang Liu, Liang Xing, Zhaoxia Wu, Yongqing Fu, Shuguang Li, Pingsheng Xue, Waipang Ng, Qiang Wu, and

Richard Binns

Abstract—A strain sensor based on cascaded Sagnac loops with
two PMPCFs has been experimentally demonstrated. Air holes
distributed on the cross section of PMPCF go through the whole
fiber which make the special fiber more sensitive to ambient
force compared with conventional optical fiber. The lengths of
the two PMPCFs are close, but not the same, to form envelopes
on the total output spectrum and then obtain high resolution to
the detected parameter by Vernier effect. The influences of the
difference in length of the two PMPCFS on spectral envelopes
are discussed. As the length of the PMPCF in reference loop
increases, free spectrum range of the cascaded Sagnac loops (or
envelope period) and magnification decrease. The sensitivities
of this strain sensor are calculated by tracking upper- and
lower-envelope. Results reveal that its average sensitivity is up
to 45.15 pm/µε and the corresponding resolution is 0.44 µε as
strain varies from 0 to 2000 µε. Compared with a single Sagnac
loop, the sensitivity magnification is about 28.94. The sensing
characteristics of a conventional PMF are studied to compare
with the PMPCF. Moreover, reversibility has also been proved to
possess low error rate. In short, the fiber strain sensor possesses
high sensitivity and great reversibility.

Index Terms—Strain sensor; Cascaded Sagnac loops; Photonic
crystal fiber; Vernier effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

F IBER optic sensors [1]–[6] have attracted much attention
in recent years with the development of optoelectronic

technology. They have numerous outstanding merits, such
as anti-electromagnetic interference, immunity to corrosion,
high sensitivity, quick response, light weight, remote operation
and real-time monitoring. The application fields of fiber-optic
sensors are very wide including chemical industry, electric
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power, civil engineering, biomedicine and so on. Meanwhile
diversified physical parameters can be measured by fiber-optic
sensors, such as vibration [7], rotation [8], flow rate [9],
acceleration [10], and strain [11], [12], etc.

Fiber-optic strain sensors have been widely investigated for
applications in many fields such as physiological parameters
(heart rate, respiratory frequency) and structural health moni-
toring (aircraft, ground deformation, landslide, ground fissure)
[13]–[20]. Many air holes are distributed on the cross section
of PCFs and go through the whole fiber which make the
fiber easy to deform and more sensitive to ambient force
compared with conventional optical fibers made of all solid
materials. Moreover, polarization maintaining PCFs (PMPCFs)
are less sensitive to temperature and the cross-talk between
strain and temperature is avoidable, because the background
materials of the PMPCFs are only pure silica and air holes
whose thermal dependence is very low, while conventional
polarization maintaining fibers (PMFs), such as panda and
bow-tie PMFs, are more sensitive to temperature due to that
they usually have boron-doped parts whose thermal sensitive
coefficient is much higher than pure silica [21].

Dong et al. realized a strain sensor by splicing a piece of
PCF with two sections of thin core fibers (TCFs), a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer was formed by the TCF-PCF-TCF
structure and the strain sensitivity was only -1.89 pm/µε [22].
Tang et al. demonstrated the sensing characteristics of a triple-
core PCF with a strain sensitivity of -29.8 pm/µε, meanwhile
the coupling coefficient among the three cores was studied
as the fiber was stretched [23]. Dong et al. realized a strain
sensor by utilizing a Sagnac interferometer inserted with a
PCF, the low strain sensitivity of 0.23 pm/µε was obtained
and the detecting range was up to 32 mε [21]. Choi et
al. proposed a PCF based Mach-Zehnder interferometer and
achieved the strain sensitivity of -2.16 pm/µε [24]. A hollow-
core PCF strain sensor based on Sagnac interferometer was
proposed by Kim et al., temperature and strain were measured
simultaneously and the strain sensitivity was only -0.81 pm/µε
[25]. Han et al. proposed a strain sensor with the sensitivity of
25 pm/µε based on PCF Sagnac interferometer and the zero-
group-birefringence effect was utilized to enhance sensitivity
[26]. The sensitivities of the fiber strain sensors mentioned
above are not sufficiently high. Hence, it is needful to take
advantage of special methods to enhance detection resolution.

Vernier effect is usually applied by vernier caliper which
utilizes small scale difference between main ruler and vernier
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to improve measurement accuracy. In recent years, Vernier
effect has been used for optical detection [27]–[35]. Liao
et al. proposed the cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers
based on offset splicing between single-mode fibers and the
maximum amplification of sensitivity was nearly 9 [27]. Xu
et al. realized a temperature sensor based on cascaded fiber
rings with the sensitivity amplification of 30 [28]. Deng et al.
utilized the Fabry-Perot interferometers formed by femtosec-
ond laser to generate Vernier effect and the strain sensitivity of
28.11 pm/µε was achieved [29]. Li et al. reported a fiber modal
interferometer with Vernier effect induced by birefringence
effect, and the human cardiac troponin was detected with
a detecting limit of 1 ng/mL [30]. Shao et al. realized a
temperature sensor based on Vernier effect and conventional
PMF, while the conventional PMF is less sensitive to ambient
force compared with PMPCF [31]. We realized a highly sen-
sitive temperature sensor based on Vernier effect and PMPCF,
the special fiber was assumed to be filled with temperature
sensitive liquid whose temperature sensitive coefficient is
much higher than that of the fiber background material of
silica and the sensitivity was improved by the combination of
Vernier effect and sensitive liquid by simulation [34]. It can
be seen Vernier effect in optics has been demonstrated as an
effective method to enhance sensitivity.

In this paper, we propose a highly sensitive strain sensor
based on the combination of Vernier effect and PMPCF.
PMPCF is more sensitive to ambient force due to the porous
structure compared with conventional PMF. Two PMPCFs
with length difference are embedded into cascaded Sagnac
loops to generate envelopes on the total output spectrum and
achieve high detection resolution to the detected parameter
by Vernier effect. One Sagnac loop is employed as a sens-
ing part and the other Sagnac loop as a reference part. A
PMPCF in sensing loop is clamped on two three-dimensional-
displacement platforms which are utilized to modulate strain.
The influences of the length of the PMPCF in reference loop
on envelopes are discussed and the sensitivity of the cascaded
Sagnac loops are calculated by tracking upper- and lower-
envelope. Results exhibit that an average sensitivity of 45.15
pm/µε is achieved as strain varies from 0 to 2000 µε. While
the sensitivities of the single Sagnac loop based on PMPCF
or conventional PMF are just 1.56 and 0.95 pm/µε. The
reversibility is also demonstrated to have a good effect. This
fiber strain sensor with high sensitivity and great reversibility
is competitive in strain sensing field.

II. PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. PMPCF structure

Cross section of the PMPCF (PMPCF-125-03, Shanghai
Fsphotonics Technology Ltd, China) is shown in Fig. 1. It
can be seen that there are many air holes distributed on its
cross section in a triangular lattice, meanwhile the air holes
go through the whole fiber. The diameter of the two large
air holes is larger than the other air holes which means the
difference in refractive index between horizontal- and vertical-
direction exists and the PMPCF possesses high birefringence.
If birefringence is low, there may be no dips appearing in

Fig. 1. Cross section of the PMPCF. Air holes are distributed on the cross
section in a triangular lattice. The diameter of the two large air holes is larger
than the other air holes to obtain high birefringence.

the considerable wavelength range for a single Sagnac loop
or envelopes are not obvious for the cascaded Sagnac loops.
The total diameter of the special fiber is about 125 µm and
the background material is pure fused silica.

B. Single Sagnac loop

Sagnac effect was first discovered and experimentally
demonstrated by Sagnac in 1913. It reveals the relationship
between optical path difference between the two beams prop-
agating in opposite directions and rotation speed. As a fiber
ring rotates at an angular velocity by the axis perpendicular
to the ring plane, an optical path difference of the two beams
traveling in opposite directions is generated, meanwhile the
optical path difference is proportional to rotational angular
velocity [36], [37]. Fiber-optic sensors based on Sagnac inter-
ferometer have many advantages, such as compact structure,
high stability, self-balance and so on. Schematic diagram of
the PMPCF strain sensor based on a single Sagnac loop is
shown in Fig. 2. One beam of light emitted by a super-
continuous light source (SCLS) passes through a 3 dB optical
coupler (OC) and is divided into two beams which possess
the same intensity and transmit in opposite directions. The

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for strain measurement
based on a PMPCF Sagnac loop. A PMPCF is clamped on two three-
dimensional-displacement platforms to modulate strain.
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phase difference between the two beams exists due to the
birefringence effect of the PMPCF as they transmit back to
the optical coupler, therefore interference will occur.

Transmission spectrum can be calculated by [38]

T =
1− cos(2πBL/λ)

2
, (1)

where L is the length of the PMPCF, λ is the wavelength of
light. Birefringence B can be calculated by

B = ny − nx. (2)

Birefringence B describes the refractive index difference be-
tween the two fiber modes in fast- and slow-axis of the special
fiber. In our experiment, PMPCF and conventional PMF are
all utilized respectively. Transmission spectrum is recorded by
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

Free spectrum range (FSR) of a single Sagnac loop can be
calculated by

FSR =
λ2

BL
. (3)

It is easy to find that FSR of the single Sagnac loop is
inversely proportional to birefringence B and the length L
of PMPCF, thereby free spectrum range can be modulated by
changing birefringence B and fiber length L. When the fiber is
subjected to lateral strain (ε=∆L/L), there will be deformation
for the fiber due to elasto-optical effect. The birefringence B
and fiber length L are all changed, therefore phase difference
∆φ will undergo changes which can be described by

∆φ =
2π(B∆L+∆BL)

λ
, (4)

It is easy to obtain ∆L and the change in birefringence ∆B
can be calculated by

∆B = ∆ny −∆nx. (5)

As well as the changes in refractive index caused by photoe-
lastic effect can be obtained by [21]

∆nx,y = px,ynx,yε, (6)

where px,y are the effective photoelastic constants in x- and
y-axis. The change of phase difference gives rise to the shift
of resonance wavelength which can be calculated by

∆λ =
FSR∆φ

2π
. (7)

By substituting Eqs. (2)-(6) into Eq. (7), the relation between
the change of wavelength and strain can be described by

∆λ = λ(1 + p′)ε, (8)

where p′ = (pyny − pxnx)/B is a constant for a certain fiber.
Therefore we can come to a conclusion that the change of
wavelength ∆λ is proportional to strain ε which means that
strain magnitude can be obtained accurately by tracking the
variation of resonance wavelength.

C. Cascaded Sagnac loops

Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental
set-up of the cascaded Sagnac loops embedded with two

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for strain measurement
based on the cascaded PMPCF Sagnac loops. Two PMPCFs with small
difference in length are inserted into the two Sagnac loops respectively. The
left Sagnac loop serves as a reference section and the other loop serves as a
sensing section. Output light from the reference loop is utilized as the input
light of the sensing loop.

PMPCFs for strain measurement. Sagnac loop on the left
serves as a reference section and the other loop on the
right serves as a sensing section. Two PMPCFs with small
difference in length are inserted into Sagnac loops respectively.
One beam of light emitted by SCLS first passes through a
3dB OC with a splitting ratio of 1:1 and is divided into two
beams of light which possess the same intensity and transmit
in opposite directions. The two beams can also interfere as they
return to the optical coupler. A single mode fiber is utilized to
connect the reference- and sensing-section. The output light
from the reference loop is utilized as the input light of the
sensing loop where the interference will occur again. The total
output spectrum is the superposition of the spectra of the two
single Sagnac loops and the output light last transmits to OSA
used to record datum.

The free spectrum ranges of the two Sagnac loops are
close, but not the same, because the two PMPCFs possess
small difference in length. This gives rise to the appearance
of envelopes on the total output spectrum for the cascaded
Sagnac loops. The envelope period FSREnv of the cascaded
Sagnac loops can be derived by [31]

FSREnv =
FSRRef × FSRSen

|FSRRef − FSRSen|
, (9)

where FSRRef and FSRSen are the free spectrum ranges of
the reference- and sensing-loop. Sensitivity magnification M
compared with single Sagnac loop can be calculated by

M =
FSRRef

|FSRRef − FSRSen|
. (10)

It can be seen that M is proportional to FSRRef and inversely
proportional to the absolute value of the difference between the
two free spectrum ranges of the reference- and sensing-loop.
Thereby the sensitivity of the fiber sensor can be improved
by adjusting the free spectrum ranges of the reference- and
sensing-loop.
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D. Experimental setup

A SCLS (SC-5, Wuhan Yangtze Soton Laser Co., Ltd,
China) is utilized as the input light source whose spectral
stability is no more than 0.1 dB as wavelength varies from
800 to 1700 nm. Transmission spectrum is recorded by an
OSA (AQ6370D, YOKOGAWA, Japan) whose resolution is 20
pm and analyzable wavelength ranges from 600 to 1700 nm.
We take advantage of an optical fiber fusion splicer (FITEL,
S179C) to splice PMPCFs and single mode fibers. Manual
mode is applied to align x- and y-axis of the fibers under
a microscope to ensure low splicing loss. Discharge intensity
and time are 35 units and 300 ms to avoid air holes collapsing
and ensure weld strength. The PMPCF in sensing loop is
clamped on two three-dimensional-displacement platforms,
one platform remains stationary and the other platform moves
horizontally to adjust strain at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Single Sagnac loop

1) PMPCF: If the length of the PMPCF in a single
Sagnac loop decreases, we see FSR will increase according
to Eq. (3) which means that the number of the interference
fringes decreases in a considerable wavelength range. Since
the total output spectrum of the cascaded Sagnac loops is the
superposition of the spectra of the reference- and sensing-loop,
the number of the peaks or dips in one envelope period will
decrease which will increase measurement error, because we
need to fit the curves for the upper- and lower-envelope to
obtain the wavelengths corresponding to the peak and valley
of the envelope curves which will be discussed in subsection
B, section III. If the length of the PMPCF in sensing loop
increases, the loss will increase, meanwhile the length of the
PMPCF in reference loop has to be increased to obtain good
magnification based on Eq. (10), then the loss in reference
loop will also increase. To balance Vernier effect and loss, the
initial length of the PMPCF in sensing loop is chosen through
multiple attempts in the experiments.

The length of 63 cm for the PMPCF is chosen to be
embedded into a single Sagnac loop to carry out strain ex-
periments. The PMPCF is clamped on two three-dimensional
displacement platforms to modulate strain. Fig. 4(a) shows the
transmission spectrum as strain varies from 0 to 2000 µε with
a step of 400 µε. Two dips A and B appear in the considerable
wavelength range and free spectrum range is ∼3.9 nm. The
largest and smallest transmittance are about −36 and −50 dB.
Transmittance at the dip wavelengths does not change much
with strain changing. Dip A and B red shift as strain increases
from 0 to 2000 µε, dip A varies from 1499.1 to 1502.2 nm,
dip B moves from 1503.0 to 1506.1 nm, the two dips all
shift 3.1 nm and the corresponding sensitivity can reach to
1.55 pm/µε. The strain applied to the fiber results in that
birefringence B of the PMPCF changes and the length of the
fiber increases which cause interference fringes to shift. The
phase difference between the two beams of light will change
according to Eq. (4) which leads the two dips to move toward
longer wavelength. Fig. 4(b) shows the relation between dip
wavelength and strain, the fitted lines are made, and the fitted
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Fig. 4. (a) Experimental transmission spectrum of a single PMPCF Sagnac
loop as strain increases from 0 to 2000 µε with the strain interval of 400
µε. Dip A and B red shift with strain increasing because of the changes in
birefringence B and fiber length L. (b) The relation between dip wavelength
and strain. The corresponding fitted lines are made. Their average sensitivities
are the same and they are only 1.56 pm/µε for dip A and B.

equations are y=0.00156x+1499.1 and y=0.00156x+1503.0
for dip A and B. It can be seen that they have the same
sensitivity of 0.00156 nm/µε (1.56 pm/µε), meanwhile their R-
Squares are also the same and they are 0.99923. The sensitivity
of this fiber strain sensor based on a single PMPCF Sagnac
loop is low, the detection limit is 12.8 µε as the resolution of
the optical spectrum analyzer is 20 pm.

2) Conventional PMF: The strain experiments based on a
conventional PMF (SM15-PS-U25D, Optical Device Sales En-
gineering Department, 1440, Mutsuzaki, Sakura, Chiba 285-
8550, Japan) are conducted to compare with the PMPCF. Fig.
5 shows the transmission spectrum of a single Sagnac loop
embedded with a conventional PMF as strain are 0 and 2000
µε. The length of the conventional PMF is set as 140 cm
and the free spectrum range of ∼3.8 nm is obtained, which
is close to that based on the PMPCF, to ensure at the same
condition. The dip wavelengths are ∼1503.1 and ∼1505.0 nm
respectively and the sensitivity is calculated to be 0.95 pm/µε
which is lower than that based on the PMPCF. Illustration
shows the cross section of the conventional PMF which has a
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Fig. 5. Experimental transmission spectrum of a single Sagnac loop embedded
with a conventional PMF as strain are 0 and 2000 µε. The dip wavelengths
are ∼1503.1 and ∼1505.0 nm and the sensitivity is 0.95 pm/µε which is
lower than that based on the PMPCF. Illustration shows the cross section of
the conventional PMF.

superior optical property in polarization-maintaining because
of the symmetrical accuracy in cross section and the uniform
constitution of stress applying parts. It can be found that the
PMPCF is more sensitive to strain than the conventional PMF.
Because there are many air holes distributed on the cross
section of the PMPCF and they go through the whole fiber,
while the conventional PMF is made of all solid materials,
the equivalent elasticity modulus of the PMPCF is smaller
than the conventional PMF. Since the background materials
of the PMPCF only consist of pure silica and air holes,
the thermal dependence of the fiber is very low, while the
conventional PMFs, such as panda and bow-tie PMFs, usually
have boron-doped parts whose thermal sensitive coefficient
is much higher than pure silica [21]. In the reference [39],
the temperature-insensitivity of a PMPCF Sagnac loop was
improved 55 times and the variation of wavelength with
temperature was only 0.05 pm/◦C, because the temperature
coefficient of birefringence in a PCF was 30 times lower
than that of a conventional PMF. In the reference [40], a
PMPCF obtained 45 times smaller temperature dependence of
birefringence than that of a conventional PMF, a birefringence
coefficient with temperature was obtained to be dB/dT = -
2.0×10−9 /◦C. Therefore the PMPCF is less sensitive to
temperature and the cross-talk between strain and temperature
is avoidable.

B. Cascaded Sagnac loops

1) Vernier effect by simulation: We carry out a computa-
tional simulation for the cascaded PMPCF Sagnac loops with
Vernier effect. The refractive indices of x- and y-polarized
modes of the PMPCF are obtained by finite element method.
The software Comsol is utilized. Scattering boundary condi-
tion is applied and the outer layer of the fiber cladding is
set as perfect matching layer (PML) to reduce the reflection
of light. The background material of the PMPCF is fused
silica whose dispersion relation can be described by Sellmeier
equation [41]. The ambient temperature is assumed to be 25
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Fig. 6. Simulated transmission spectrum of the reference-, sensing-loop and
the cascaded loops from top to bottom. FSRs of the reference- and sensing-
loop are nearly the same of ∼6 nm, FSREnv of the cascaded loops is ∼180
nm for the upper envelope. Magnification can reach to 30.
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Fig. 7. Simulated transmission spectrum of the cascaded Sagnac loops. The
lengths of the PMPCF in reference loop are 64, 66 and 68 cm from top to
bottom. The length of the PMPCF in sensing loop is fixt to 63 cm. FSREnv

decreases with the fiber length increasing.

◦C. Fig. 6 shows the transmission spectra of the reference-,
sensing-loop and the cascaded Sagnac loops. The lengths of
the PMPCFs in reference- and sensing-loop are set as 65 and
63 cm respectively. FSRs of the reference- and sensing-loop
are nearly the same of ∼6 nm near the wavelength of 1500 nm
which is larger than that measured in the experiment, because
there are inevitable errors for the structural parameters of
the PMPCF measured by a microscope. One envelope period
consists of multiple peaks and dips, the two highest peaks in
the two neighbouring envelope periods are considered which
are at the wavelength of 1433 and 1613 nm respectively and
then FSREnv of the total output spectrum is calculated to be
∼180 nm. Magnification can reach to 30 calculated by Eq. (9)
and Eq. (10).

Then, the influences of the length of the PMPCF in ref-
erence loop on envelopes are analyzed. The transmission
spectrum of the cascaded Sagnac loops are shown in Fig. 7
where the lengths of the PMPCF in reference loop are 64, 66
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and 68 cm, and the length of the PMPCF in sensing loop is
fixt to 63 cm. It can be seen that FSREnv decreases as the
length of the PMPCF in reference loop increases which can be
explained by Eq. (9). FSREnv are 402, 143 and 85 nm as the
lengths of the PMPCF in reference loop are 64, 66 and 68 cm.
Magnification M will decrease as the length of the PMPCF
in reference loop increases based on Eq. (10) which can
be rewritten into M=1/|1-FSRSen/FSRRef |, it can be found
that the sensitivity magnification is related to the factor of
FSRSen/FSRRef . Since the length of the PMPCF in sensing
loop is shorter than the PMPCF in reference loop, FSRSen

is larger than FSRRef which means FSRSen/FSRRef is
larger than 1. As the length of the PMPCF in reference loop
increases, FSRRef decreases, the denominator of the equation
increases, then the magnification will decrease. We also find
that full width at half maximum (FWHM) is decreased with
the length increasing. Synthesizing the above analysis, we set
the length of the PMPCF in reference loop to conduct the
following experiments.

2) Sensing characteristics in experiments: Firstly, the strain
experiments of the cascaded Sagnac loops embedded with
two PMPCFs are conducted. The lengths of the PMPCFs
in reference- and sensing-loop are set as 65 and 63 cm
respectively. The difference in FSR of the two Sagnac loops
is about 0.1 nm. Fig. 8(a) shows the total output spectrum as
strain varies from 0 to 2000 µε with the strain interval of 400
µε. The considerable wavelength varies from 1400 to 1675 nm.
It is easy to see that the output spectrum red shifts with strain
increasing, because the transmission spectrum of the reference
loop is fixed, while that of the sensing loop red shifts with
strain increasing which leads the superposition spectrum to
red shift. The peaks or dips can be connected to form upper-
or lower-envelope which are tracked to analyze strain sensing
characteristics. The fitted curves between transmittance and
wavelengths corresponding to (b) the peaks and (c) dips in
one envelope period are made and the fitting polynomial
orders are 2 and 7 respectively. We find FWHM of the lower
envelope is much narrower than the upper envelope. The
relations between wavelengths corresponding to the peak of
the upper envelope (peak of the fitted function of the upper
envelope), and the valley of the lower envelope (valley of the
fitted function of the lower envelope) and strain are shown in
illustration. The wavelength of the peak varies from 1505.98
to 1580.55 nm and that of the valley changes from 1512.63 to
1600.42 nm. The fitted lines are made and the fitted equations
are y=0.03783x+1504.2251 and y=0.04515x+1513.417 for the
upper- and lower-envelope which means the average sensitiv-
ities are 37.83 and 45.15 pm/µε respectively. The relations
between sensitivity and strain are also shown in illustration.
It can be seen that the change of sensitivity with strain is not
regular for the upper envelope, and the sensitivity increases
firstly and then decreases with strain increasing for the lower
envelope. The sensitivity of the lower envelope is higher than
the upper envelope, because the profile of the envelope is not
completely symmetric along y-axis direction in one envelope
period as shown in the references [29], [30], [32], [33], the
tilt angle of the envelope increases as strain increases, and the
upper envelope tilts to shorter wavelength, while the lower
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Fig. 8. (a) Experimental transmission spectrum of the cascaded Sagnac loops
embedded with two PMPCFs as strain varies from 0 to 2000 µε. Fitted curves
between transmittance and wavelengths corresponding to (b) the peaks and (c)
dips in one envelope period. The relations between wavelengths corresponding
to the peak of the upper envelope (peak of the fitted function of the upper
envelope), valley of the lower envelope (valley of the fitted function of the
lower envelope) and strain, and the relations between sensitivity and strain are
shown in illustration. The corresponding fitted lines are made and the average
sensitivities are up to 37.83 and 45.15 pm/µε.

envelope tilts to longer wavelength which results in that the
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN OURS AND

PREVIOUS WORKS

Ref Fiber
stype

Linearity Detection
range(µε)

S(pm/µε)

[11] MMF 0.994 0-1000 -2.6
[21] PCF 0.9996 0-32,000 0.23
[22] PCF 0.9989 0-4000 -1.89
[23] PCF 0.996 0-1000 -29.8
[24] PCF – – 0-3250 -2.28
[25] PCF – – 0-1000 -0.81
[26] PCF – – 61 25
[29] SMF 0.99965 0-1400 28.11
[42] LPFG – – 0-3100 20
[43] LPFG – – 0-500 -5.62
[44] PCF 0.9889 0-4000 2.92
Ours PCF 0.99673 0-2000 37.83

0.99464 0-2000 45.15

(MMF and S represent multimode fiber and sensitivity respec-
tively.)

sensitivity of the lower envelope is higher than the upper
envelope. If the same strain is applied to the two PMPCFs
in reference- and sensing-loop, the tilt angle can be reduced.
The transmission spectra of the reference- and sensing-loop
all shift as strain is applied, while one spectrum moves much
quicker, similarly the total output spectrum will shift. We call
this phenomenon like-Vernier effect, but the sensitivity will
be reduced. Sensitivity has been improved by 28.94 times
compared with the single Sagnac loop. R-Squares are up to
0.99673 and 0.99464. The detection limit of this strain sensor
can be as low as 0.44 µε provided the resolution of optical
spectrum analyzer is 20 pm. Table 1 shows the performance
comparison between our work and some previous works and
it can be seen the sensitivities of our proposed strain sensor
are much higher than the others.

Then, the reversibility of the optical fiber strain sensor
based on the cascaded Sagnac loops embedded with two
PMPCFs is investigated. A strain goes down step by step
from 2000 to 0 µε with the strain internal of 400 µε by
reversing a platform knob. The total output spectra are also
recorded by an optical spectrum analyzer, while they are
not presented here, we directly present the fitted curves for
the upper- and lower-envelope. Fig. 9(a) shows the fitted
curves between transmittance and wavelengths correspond-
ing to the peaks in one envelope period with the fitting
polynomial order of 2. As the strain decreases, the curve
shifts to short wavelength and the transmittance increases.
Fig. 9(b) reveals the fitted curves between transmittance and
wavelengths corresponding to the dips in one envelope period
with the fitting polynomial order of 7. Similarly the curve
shifts to short wavelength with strain decreasing, while the
transmittance is not changed regularly. Fig. 9(c) displays the
relations between wavelengths corresponding to the peak of
the upper envelope, the valley of the lower envelope and
strain. Fitted lines are also made and the fitted equations

are y=0.0405x+1496.8655 and y=0.04752x+1505.308 for the
upper- and lower-envelope which means the average sensitiv-
ities of the reverse measurement can reach to 40.50 and 47.52
pm/µε. R-Squares are 0.99238 and 0.99902 separately. There
is a little difference of the sensitivities between the forward-
and reverse-measurement which indicates the strain sensor
possesses great reversibility. The PMPCF in sensing loop is
clamped on two three-dimensional-displacement platforms and
the fiber is straightened. As the strain applied to the fiber
increases, the PMPCF is stretched and its length increases,
meanwhile the PMPCF on clamping positions slide slightly
due to the elastic force during the process of the experiment,
which means the fiber length between the two displacement
platforms increases slightly. The slide length for the forward
measurement is longer than that for the reverse measurement,
because the strain is continuously increased for the forward
measurement, while that is continuously decreased for the
reverse measurement, therefore the actual strain applied to the
fiber for the forward measurement is a little smaller than that
for the reverse measurement and then the strain sensitivities in
the reverse direction are a little higher than that in the forward
direction.

Finally, results of the cascaded Sagnac loops embedded with
two conventional PMFs are given to compare with PMPCFs.
Fig. 10 shows the transmission spectra as the strain applied
to the fiber are 0 and 2000 µε. The experimental conditions
are the same as the single Sagnac loop embedded with a
conventional PMF. The difference in FSR of the two Sagnac
loops is about 0.1 nm to ensure at the same condition with
the PMPCF. It can be seen the optical spectrum red shifts
as the strain increases. The fitted curves are made for the
upper envelopes with the fitting polynomial order of 2. The
wavelengths corresponding to the peaks of the upper envelopes
are 1483.5 and 1510.1 nm as the strain are 0 and 2000 µε

Fig. 9. Experimental results of the optical fiber strain sensor based on the
cascaded Sagnac loops embedded with two PMPCFs as the strain decreases
from 2000 to 0 µε. Fitted curves between transmittance and wavelengths
corresponding to (a) the peaks and (b) dips in one envelope period. (c)
The relations between wavelengths corresponding to the peak of the upper
envelope, dip of the lower envelope and strain. The sensitivities are 40.50
and 47.52 pm/µε.
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Fig. 10. Experimental transmission spectrum of the cascaded Sagnac loops
embedded with two conventional PMFs as the strain are 0 and 2000 µε. The
fitted curves for the upper envelopes are made. The sensitivity is only 13.3
pm/µε.

which means the sensitivity is only 13.3 pm/µε which is much
lower than that based on the PMPCFs.

IV. CONCLUSION

A highly sensitive fiber strain sensor based on the com-
bination of Vernier effect and PMPCF has been proposed
and experimentally demonstrated. Two PMPCFs with small
difference in length are respectively embedded into cascaded
Sagnac loops to enhance sensitivity by employing Vernier
effect. The total output spectrum of the cascaded Sagnac loops
appears envelopes with a period of ∼162 nm. The strain
sensitivities are up to 37.83 and 45.15 pm/µε by tracking
upper- and lower-envelope as strain varies from 0 to 2000
µε. As the resolution of optical spectrum analyzer is 20 pm,
the detection limit of this strain sensor is 0.44 µε. While
the sensitivity is only 1.56 pm/µε by the single Sagnac loop
embedded with a PMPCF. The sensitivity of the PMPCF is
much higher than that of the conventional PMF. In addition, we
demonstrate that the sensitivities of the forward- and reverse-
measurement possess little difference. Due to the advantages
of high sensitivity and great reversibility, the fiber strain sensor
is competitive in strain sensing field.
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